
Modular system = low freight cost Spoiler for improved aerodynamics
and quiet ride

Roller for ease of use Open design for easy fixation

Metec roof rack is fully made from stainless steel, to 

provide long lasting usage. Finished in electropolish 

to give a high-quality medical grade look. Products 

are light due to the stainless steels rigidity but still 

providing high weight capacity. 

Parts are interchangeable and are possible to 

purchase just details to be able to compile needed 

rack. But as standard, there are full kits already 

made.

Metec is reaching to the sky - 
roof racks are available! 

Stainless steel, 
electropolished 

Heavy duty, light weight
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Metec has been on the accessories market over 25 

years. Within this time, we have become a leading OE 

(original equipment) supplier for majority of European 

truck manufacturers.

Our goal is to be one stop shop – meaning that all the 

Accessories can be bought from us. This assures, 

that all products fit together both functionally and by 

design. 

Running boards Skid plate Towbar Bumper plate 

Eurobar Ladder Rear step products on the vehicle 

have unified design. Last few years we have 

concentrated on functional accessories development 

and now we are reaching to the sky.

From our wide product range you find also: tow bars, 

steps for sides and rear, bumper plates, ladders and 

of course our front products. With these products 

you can utilize all possible surfaces on the van and 

make it as usable as possible.

Everything from Metec, 
from bottom to top.

Bumper plate

Ladder

Running boards

Towbar

Eurobar

Rear step

Skid plate

Side bars


